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1. SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM, PURPOSE OF MY RESEARCH 

The main goal of my scientific research is how is possible to create light and ultralight category aircrafts 

which are made from lightweight composite materials, to use parallel in military and civil applications so that 

the standard empty mass of aircrafts must be optimized and as much as possible reduced according to flight 

safety considerations. Within these categories the aircraft design activity renewed because since the early 

1990s new manufacturing trend was born in the material science owing to the composites and same times we 

experienced very fast and explosive developing of virtual design methods. New aircrafts entered into the 

market, they appear constantly so operation and utilization methods of civil and military applications will be 

varied. During my research work, I investigated the structural construction of 750 kg VLA, 600 kg LSA and 

472,5 kg UL category aircrafts, which are defined below 2700 kg maximum take-off mass aircraft group. 

The baseline of my theory comes from a fact, the fixed-wing light and ultralight aircrafts are possible to use 

in many sectors of aviation. They are capable to use: in basic training, aerobatic, recreational-, passenger 

transport-, agricultural flight, in addition we can apply them in military tasks.  In terms of military issues 

there is expedient if the basic empty weight of aircraft is reduced as improves the performance and flight 

characteristics of the aircrafts furthermore the multifunction goals are also supported in military applications 

for e.g. training, detection, navigation flights, and simulated shooting exercise. For military application laser 

shooting simulator can be installed into the aircraft so there is possible to train ground and air targets 

simulated attacks besides to protect environment and cost-effective modes. In last six years to achieve my 

research goals I had to realize continuously complex coordinated engineering activity according to special 

military requirements. One of main goals of my project was during aircraft construction may be possible to 

forebode the structural failure processes, take into consideration technological factors, environment effects 

(e.g. welded assemblies), and we can pre-define fault tolerances with use of virtual prototypes. I was in the 

fortunate position of previous years as I was able to integrate my research results into my daily job and I had 

possibilities to experimentalism the new ideas in practical work during design and developing new composite 

aircraft types. Due to my design, manufacture and operation growing research experience I can present more 

constructed training-, aerobatic aircraft types in my doctor thesis, which are applicable to use in military 

sector. 

 

2. MY HYPOTHESIS  

My viewpoint is in the 21st century engineers may trust in the computer base hardware-software background 

as all options are suitable to compute with the simulation tools the critical stress concentration points of a 

structure, in addition in the virtual environment we can specify the fatigue and damage tolerance analyses 

with 100% accurate. 

In design periods, the results of stress and kinematic finite element analyses present appropriate technological 

values; we can certify and use them in weight reduction novel techniques as reference parameters. To analyse 

composite parts, they may reducible in finite element analyse and not necessary to dissect them according to 

layers in all cases.  
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Nowadays, to apply modern composite materials the ultralight aircrafts may build in streamlined monocoque 

form so basic empty weight of the airplane can be reduced below 300 kg unlike the 1980s and 1990s design 

philosophy. The construction of race- and aerobatic aircrafts, which are classified in the high strength load 

group, if they can be produced from lightweight composites theirs empty weight is possible to reduce among 

500-550 kg or below 500 kg besides they are able to endure ny = +/- 14 acceleration (g-loads) effects. The 

traditional welded tube truss construction can be redeeming by weight reduced, stronger carbon composite 

tubes, production technology processes can be designed and controlled by computer base methods.   

Light and ultralight airplanes can be used for military purposes as basic training, field observations, target 

indication, limited exploration and providing flight proficiencies, and the shooting target simulator can be 

built into the in-board integration. Due to the light weight construction, it ensures that the aircraft is set up to 

mount military-purpose outdoor hanging points e.g. UB-block, detection container, container machine guns, 

etc. 

 

3. MY RESERACH METHODS  

Parallel with research literature study, in my daily work I was able to probe and check my theoretical and 

experimental results in real conditions. The theoretical and practical results were immediately available in 

conjunction with each other to me, so I was able to realize the analytical outcomes combined with empirical 

successes. I endeavoured comparing in all cases between the outcomes of virtual design environment and my 

synthesized experimental results when I analyzed the aircraft structural parts. From the beginning, my 

preliminary conditions e.g. aerodynamic-, structural, performance, finite element calculations took place 

parallel, together with research phases when I made laboratory, real time and flight structural tests. To 

recognize the general properties of composite parts I made static and dynamic fatigue tests. I had to recognize 

the mechanical specifics of specimens, and structural assemblies which were manufactured with different 

methods so to realize the strength capabilities I made tensile-, compression-, bending-, and shear tests. The 

iterative methods, I took into account the environmental impacts of various factors meant e.g. temperature, 

relative humidity and bulk moisture content. Accordance with my guidelines, we developed a special data 

record system to monitor the critical stress concentration points of airframe during flight. The examined 

points were pre-defined by finite element computations in the virtual environment. My research methods 

were complex and I had been searching for a parallel between the virtual aircraft design and in reality as how 

there is possible to work within the minimal error factors when an engineer must analyze virtual prototypes 

in the computer base environment, the absence of the factual model. The empirical characters were certified 

with two methods, on the one hand with ground structural tests and on the other hand with flight tests. 

Special attention was paid to realize, how the new constructions are able to endure the more disadvantageous 

military environment e.g. field conditions, special operation ambiance e.g. sustained high temperatures, 

grained sand saturated air, relatively high humidity, corrosive environments etc. I also thought it was 

important, the virtual design environment, without the presence of a real physical model, in the amount of 

engineering work safely taken into account technological factors that may be mistakes on the structural 

elements to handle modelling level. The most significant station was in my reserah job when in 2009 at the 

onetime workplace Corvus Aircraft Ltd I was commissioned jointly engineer colleague to design and develop 
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the CA-41 Red Bull Racer aircraft to famous Hungarian aerobatic pilot Peter Besenyei. During this project, I 

was able to make a full CAE developing work from beginning to shape design, tests, and damage tolerance 

analyses to manufacturing control processes.  

 

4. SUMMARY OF THE CONDUCTED EXAMINATION CHAPTER BY CHAPTER 

My thesis contains introduction, four chapters and ending parts. In introduction part, I described the research 

actuality, introduce the research methods, and formulate the research objectives.  

In Chapter I, I am summarizing the specifics of general aviation and actual situation of light, ultarlight 

aircraft market. I am inserting the requirements into the 21st century expectations and I am presenting the 

basic military requisites and comparing the most popular military training aircrafts with the new up-to-date 

ultralight airplanes. 

In Chapter II, I am presenting the welded construction of light, ultralight aircrafts. In this phase I made a new 

FEM method, which was tested during development of Corvus Racer aerobatic aircraft, furthermore I created 

a process diagram, which can be used in welded airframe truss structure design 

In Chapter III, I am summarizing my research results of composite technologies, FEM modes, connection 

between the virtual computer base and real environment. I demonstrate my experience of composite static 

and fatigue mechanical properties and new and up-to-date production methods.  

The Chapter IV is a short part, where I am focusing to the damage tolerance analyses of aircraft components. 

In this chapter the main goal is to present how it could be possible to analyze some parts which have failures. 

Last I am summarising the completed scientific work in accordance with my research objectives, and I give 

recommendations for practical applicability of my scientific results. 

 

5. MAIN CONCLUSIONS  

Presumably, the application of light and ultralight aircrafts will be growing in future and gain ground in 

military sector also. We have already found light-, ultralight airplanes in the air force of USA, Poland, 

Ecuador, Jamaica and Singapore. In Hungary, many military leaders view (e.g. Mr Imre Lamos – Brigadier 

General and József Koller PhD – Colonel) that the main preference of light weighted ultralight aircrafts are 

low cost operation, versatility and task differentiation, using in future such aircrafts in Hungarian Defence 

Forces would be advantageous. Purchase of up-to-date airframe construction, low fuel consumption type of 

ultralight aircrafts would be efficient and economical even anyway that to apply in two parallel 

configurations. Side by side seat configuration aircraft could be suitable to use in basic training, the tandem 

airplanes would be appropriate and optimal to maintain the flying proficiency of pilots. The ultralight 

aircrafts cannot substitute the Hungarian Defence current aircraft types (JAS-39, AN-26, MI-24, MI-17 and 

MI-8), but they would be applied in higher number of flight hours. Possible applications of light, ulttalight 

aircarfts are: 

- basic pilot training, 

- detection tasks,e.g. tactical and disaster recoveries, 

- borderland surveillance and monitoring tasks, 
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- fire monitoring, 

- target designation for the land forces, 

- air courier tasks, 

- air monitoring and control tasks (flight control dams in the state, large fires nests and propagation 

direction of the control / description), 

- flood defense, 

- VIP transportation services, 

- radio navigation ground equipment flight spotting, 

- target flight for low speed aircarfts,  

- target flight when installing radars,  

- imitation of enemy air activity, 

- unknown aerial target mimic, practices for verification and alert and response activities, 

- participation in recruiting events for military and civil aircraft. 

The usability of laser shooting simulators the Hungarian Army MI-24 helicopter types have been tested in 

practice and ultralight aircrafts would be equipped with them according to my opinion. The usability of laser 

shooting simulator aids the military application in ultralight category. Nowadays the light and ultralight 

aircrafts are powered by internal combustion engines, but my personal opinion is in nearly future the 

electrical engines will be appeared, which will reduce the cost of flight. Design of light aircrafts and theirs 

optimization processes are aided computer base tools, which can support geometry and technological 

conditions during in finite element simulations. The contemporary Corvus Aircraft Ltd produced some types 

of ultralight aircrafts which were suitable to apply in military sector in basic training category. The 

company's termination void left by the Hungarian aviation industry, but today the conditions are favourable 

to take advantage of experienced Hungarian intellectual capital, skilled technicians to create Hungarian 

designed and produced aircrafts and use them in Hungarian Defence Forces as the ability of aircraft 

manufacturing is also available in Hungary. They are suitable to integrate Hungarian Defence Forces as they 

are fully cost-effectives, as a first step would be to replace the approaching end of life Yak-52 trainer type. 

 

6. MY NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS  

I am summarizing the new scientific results of my thesis according to the work of recent years: 

1. I presented the most important problems of nowadays popular sector of flight, which are the general 

aviation’s (GAT) questions. Based on market expectations of GAT, I elaborated the construction claims 

of light and ultralight airplanes in 21st century regarding to manufacturing technologies, informatics 

systems and military forms.  

2. I specified a FEM method which is suitable to use in welding construction analyses so that we can take 

into consideration technological factors which come from structural changes in the weld material 

resulting mechanical inhomogeneity. I call this FEM technique as a Racer-method as while I had been 

developing the Corvus Racer airplane I used this mode. To prove the compliance I compared the results 

of laboratory welded joints and Racer-method FEM analyzed joints, they were perfectly same geometries 
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in virtual and laboratory environments, they showed similarities with the measured values within 2-5% 

margin of error.  

3. I defined a process diagram, which can be used in welded airframe truss structure design, it takes into 

account the static and dynamic load limit states are also. Using the Racer-method I checked the welded 

truss structures and I was able to find the most dangerous points where the stress values are critical. 

Among the designated operational safety of dangerous stress points I checked by load tests and actual 

flight condition tests so that I monitored them by Dabas system. The Racer's values from the FEM 

method and ground strength is close to 5% accuracy are in, but the air results showed a 20% lower load 

than in the FEM system calculated data. I convinced that the calculated results of FEM have minimum 

20% safety compared the air measured values, whic come from ground constraints in FEM. The 

difference between FEM and reality demonstrates the possibility of weight reduction. 

4. After I analyzed some methods of composite manufacturing technologies my personal aspect is the best 

strength mechanical properties can be guaranteed by using pultruded process. My experimental results 

expand the literature data of composites.  

5. One of significant result of my scientific research is the theory of carbon tube-carbon and carbon laminate 

cluster truss structure. I designed the joint techniques of carbon tubes and I defined the manufacturing 

techniques. During this phase of my work the methods of virtual design environment experience were 

used. It is unfortunate that the carbon tube construction structure could not carried out because of the need 

for capital investment in today's increasingly difficult problems prevented it. My new technological 

process is protected by trademark. 

 

7. PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF MY RESEARCH RESULTS AND MY RECOMMENDATIONS 

My scientific researches may use in the daily job of aircraft designers, aviation engineers furthermore I 

recommend to integrate into the educational programme mechanical-, transportation-, structure, material and 

advanced studies engineering.  

*** 

At last, but not least I would like to thank anyone who helped my research work and to achieve the planned 

objectives with their valuable critical comments, advices and opinions. 

I especially thank Prof. Dr. Gyula Óvári, my scientific consultant, for his long-time effort. 

 

Budapest, November 19, 2013 
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